


Introduction
Since 2002, Rogers Software Development has been 
a company dedicated to the success of its customers. 
Our customer base has helped us develop SuperSalon 
into one of the most popular Point of Sale solutions in 
the world and we use our customer’s experiences and 
feedback to continually improve the software’s func-
tionality. 

Our customers have always been our most valuable 
development resource. Through the years, our im-
provements and enhancements to SuperSalon have 
been the direct result of your suggestions and feedback.

With that unique relationship as our focus, Rogers Software 
Development has been able to create a complete solution that 
is idea for independent salons, large chains and franchises and 
specialty businesses like health spas and day spas.

This handbook is intended to outline the customer serves and 
support provided by Rogers Software Development and to give 
you the tools you need to find assistance with your SuperSalon 
software.

We provide expert help from installation and implementation 
to training and technical support. This handbook lets you know 
what is available and how to get the help you need - when you 
need it.

Questions? Contact a Rogers Software Development Profes-
sional at 888-458-1001 or by email at support@rogerspos.
com.



Part One: Implementation and Training
The first phase consists of your first interactions with Rogers Software 
Development as a company and SuperSalon as our product. 

First impressions are big with us, so we like to shine right out of the 
gate with our initial Onsite Setup and Training program. You have the 
opportunity to meet, interact with and learn SuperSalon from some of 
our highly-trained and knowledgeable support professionals.

The Initial Setup
Rogers will work with you to schedule delivery of your hardware as 
well as setup and training at your location. Typically, your hardware 
will arrive ahead of the scheduled setup time. You’ll want to ensure 
you’ve received everything on your order to prevent any delays in 
start up. 

Prior to your scheduled setup, you’ll need to clear any old computer 
equipment and ensure the area is thoroughly cleaned. This ensures 
your new hardware is setup in the best possible environment for 
maximum efficiency.

Your RSD trainer will then set up your new hardware and install the 
SuperSalon software. If you’ve requested customizations such as 
card processing preferences, logo treatments and add-ons, your RSD 
trainer will complete those. 

Finally, data from any previous point of sale system you may have 
had may be able to be imported 
into SuperSalon and its back office 
companion, iOffice.

Prior to your training session, your 
RSD trainer will fully test your 
new hardware, along with the 
SuperSalon installation, to ensure 
optimal performance. Testing point 
of sale functions and card reading 
and processing are important steps 
that we take to confirm your system 
is ready to go.



Part One: Implementation and Training
SuperSalon Onsite Training
The actual training session will consist of hands-
on learning of SuperSalon and its various 
features. There will be several hours of guided 
lessons where those in attendance will be 
required to participate and the training staff 
will proactively determine the readiness of your 
staff before going live. These sessions are well 
known for being sociable, light hearted and quite 
enjoyable.

After the initial training session is completed, the 
trainer will then move on to cover managerial and owner-
specific tasks . The user-friendliness of SuperSalon makes it 
easy for your entire staff to learn and become comfortable 
using.

After your training session has completed, you may find 
you have additional questions about the functionality of 
SuperSalon. We encourage you to contact our technical 
support team with those questions.

Our technical support team can assist you in getting the most 
out of your SuperSalon system and can also provide you with 
additional documentation and tips.

Implementations / Training for Multiple Locations
Should you have multiple locations or feel the need 
for additional training, Rogers can work with you. Our 
Implementations and Training team is able to provide the 
same level of assistance to each salon in your franchise.

Get the details by contacting us at 888-458-1001 or by email 
at support@rogerspos.com.



Part Two: Ongoing Software Support
With SuperSalon installed, tested, customized to your needs, and 
the key members of your staff sufficiently trained on the system, 
you will no doubt be looking forward to flying on your own. Our 
dedicated technical support team is here to make sure your 
transition is seamless and trouble-free.

Toll Free Support Line
Our Standard Support Package provides you access to our toll 
free support line, which is staffed by professional agents who are 
fully experienced with SuperSalon. Our team can help resolve 
software and hardware issues as well as operator errors that can 
lead to downtime. Rogers’ technical support professionals can 
help you quickly identify the source of the issue and take you 
through the steps to resolve it.

Additionally, our technical support agents have the ability to 
remotely connect into your system and perform the advanced 
troubleshooting tasks necessary for the POS to resume normal 
operation as quickly as possible. Two tiered levels of technical 
support are available to our clients, with Level 1 Support being 
able to tackle all basic issues and Level 2 available in the event 
that advanced or complex troubleshooting is required.



Part Two: Ongoing Software Support
Some general support tasks that are performed by 
either level are as follows:

• Issue resolution and troubleshooting that strives 
for a less than 15 minute resolution time in normal 
circumstances

• Critical and elective software updates
• Initial setup of kiosk and in-store mobile devices 

to be used as a proxy for the point-of-sale
• Consultation on various subjects, such as the best 

report for a caller’s needs or recommendations 
on how better to perform routine SuperSalon 
tasks

Support Limitations and Security Policies
Neither level of technical support is authorized to initiate any 
account level change without the individual making the request 
and providing the Owner Password. Some examples of account 
level changes are Permissions, iOffice user access, and other tasks 
that are clearly under the scope of the business owner.
 
Likewise, support agents are never allowed to divulge the Owner 
Password to any party under any circumstances.

Some other examples of tasks Support can NOT perform are:

• Provide any specific Billing, Accounting, or Sales information, 
though they are able to direct callers to the appropriate 
department

• Repair a corrupt operating system
• Perform virus or malware removal on infected machines due to 

liability and responsibility concerns
• Provide support for any third party applications, programs, or 

hardware. “Third party” can be defined as software or hardware 
not purchased from Rogers Software Development

• Individually authorize any hardware replacement (see the Phase 
Three section for clarification)



Part Two: Ongoing Software Support
The iOffice Cloud-Based Backup System
In addition to conventional technical support, our ongoing commitment 
to our clients’ software and data integrity has led to the creation of 
iOffice. Pictured below, iOffice is a web-based cloud backup system 
with a user interface similar to the SuperSalon point of sale. This 
reduces any potential learning curve when going from one interface 
to the other.

It is through the iOffice interface that owners are able to perform 
several administrative functions, and access features that are not 
available on the point-of-sale itself. If business owners desire a setting 
or functional change in SuperSalon on the salon-side computer, that 
change that can be made in iOffice and transferred to the salon via a 
standard upload from the PoS.

iOffice updates itself several times during the course of a workday 
via SuperSalon’s uploading process. Depending on the desired time 
intervals for automatic uploads to take place, the data on iOffice can 
be as fresh as a few hours, to even a few minutes!

The reporting functionality of iOffice is second to none, with hundreds 
of standard reports based on thousands of metrics, and the ability 
for you to create customized reports based on your unique business 
model’s needs. Though several of these reports are also available on 
the point-of-sale, iOffice gives its users the unique ability to explore 
reporting data over several salons at once, or even across several 
franchise accounts (depending on user access).



Part Two: Ongoing Software Support
In addition to these powerful reporting, data 
storage, and administrative functions, iOffice 
provides users with the following features:

• Real time announcements on the iOffice 
home page in the event of system outage or 
maintenance

• Unlimited access to SuperSalon 
documentation, user manuals, and 
instructional video library

• The ability to synch products, services, 
discounts, and several other features across 
several salons at once with our StoreSynch™ feature

• Monitor and submit E-Royalties, in just a few easy steps
• Compose text messages to be received either individually 

or en masse to several users and locations at once
• Secure global access to your data 24 hours a day, 7 days a 

week, with almost no downtime
• Reduced downtime in the event of equipment failure due 

to regular updating of critical data



Part Three: Ongoing Hardware Support
The hardware you use to drive your business is not only an investment, but 
an important part of your overall business health. 

It is important to have the appropriate resources in place to reduce or 
eliminate downtime in the event of hardware issues. With Rogers, your 
salon has access to seasoned professionals who can help you quickly assess 
and solve issues created by hardware malfunctions or failures.

Is it a Hardware Issue?
At times, software conflicts, viruses, malware and other issues can appear to 
be problems created by hardware. Because a problem’s origin isn’t always 
clear, it’s critical to have the appropriate support resources to identify and 
resolve technical issues. 

The technical support team at Rogers can help you do just that. By connecting 
to your system remotely, our team can quickly diagnose the source of the 
issue and determine if the cause is software related or a hardware failure.

If the trouble is the cause of malicious software, viruses or corrupted data, 
your Rogers support professional can advise you on the next steps to resolve 
the issue. 

Yes, it’s a Hardware Issue
If SuperSalon technical support determines hardware to be the cause of an 
existing issue, we will work to resolve the issue in the following ways:

• If the equipment was purchased from us, and the user / owner takes 
part in our Hardware Advance Replacement program (see below), the 
defective hardware will be replaced via overnight shipping.

• If the defective hardware was purchased from Rogers Software 
Development, but the user / owner does NOT take part in our Hardware 
Advance Replacement program, Technical Support will then render 
consultative assistance on the hardware manufacturer’s own RMA policy. 
A three way call with the client, the 
Technical Support agent, and the PC 
manufacturer’s support line would 
be a workable example.



Part Three: Ongoing Hardware Support
• If the equipment was not purchased from Rogers 

Software Development, but there is reason to believe a 
warranty exists, the technical support agent will retrieve 
the contact information of the hardware manufacturer 
for the client to be able to consult with them. In these 
situations, however, Rogers’ technical support is only able 
to assist in a consultative capacity.

• Finally, should the defective equipment neither be 
within its warranty, nor purchased from Rogers, the best 
our support can offer is a referral to our own in-house 
hardware provider for a more reliable system.

The Hardware Advance Replacement Program
Our Hot Swap program is a hardware advanced replacement 
program that warranties your system against out of box and other hardware 
failures.

At only $20 per month per salon, Rogers can warranty your hardware and 
peripherals for five years from the date of purchase. That’s four years longer 
than the typical manufacturer’s warranty and a comprehensive solution that 
ensures your business runs uninterrupted.
 
You will need to consult with technical support in order to eliminate any 
possibility of the issue being software related. Technical support will help 
you determine the origin of your hardware’s troubles and issue an advanced 
replacement accordingly.
 
The program only covers defective hardware, and not hardware that is 
damaged by improper use, breakage or abuse. For more information on 
the Hardware Advance Replacement Program, and other extended support 
programs mentioned in this publication, feel free to call 888-458-1001 and 
use Option Three for a consultation with our Sales department.


